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On the
Horizon
These stunning beachfront
properties consist of
carefully thought-out
designs that always have
their eyes toward the sea.
By Meghan Salgado
Photography by Brian Vanden Brink
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hen it comes to homes designed by the
architectural firm Polhemus Savery DaSilva
(PSD), not a thing has been left to chance.
“Everything has been carefully considered,
but nothing feels calculated,” writes fellow architect John
Wriedt of the firm’s work in the introduction to the new book,
Living Where Land Meets Sea: The Houses of Polhemus Savery DaSilva. “Elements that are not normally combined are
brought together in dynamic but balanced combinations.”
With designs primarily in the Cape Cod area, it would be
easy for PSD to create the same look over and over. Instead,
the designers push themselves to adapt their classic style to
exactly what their client is looking for, delivering a truly custom
home each time. With a focus both inward and outward, PSD
brings to life stunning designs that always take advantage of
their surroundings. In Living Where Land Meets Sea, readers
are guided through seaside architecture that celebrates the
view beyond the property line.
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This beautiful outside space faces westward, allowing
the homeowners to soak up every last minute of
sunset while sitting around the fire. The unique globe
fireplace is striking addition to the seating area.
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PSD uses architectural
elements to extend
ceiling lines and make
the most of natural light
across all its projects.
This barrel-vault ceiling
is stunning and brightens
up the room.

“Everything has been
carefully considered, but
nothing feels calculated.”
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PSD’s work highlights the character
of Cape Cod with its focus on shingle-style architecture, a classic American style of design that creates a look
of harmony and horizontality. Equally
effective whatever the scale of the
house, on either a manse or a cottage,
this style with its weathered look gives
each property character. The firm also
adds character by layering this style on
top of traditional architectural elements
such as dramatic gambrel roofs and
beautiful dormer windows.
Whether you’re watching the sun
come up over the bay or enjoying the
last rays of light as the sun sinks into the
ocean, PSD makes sure its plans center
around one core principle: highlight
the body of water that’s sitting outside.
Often the designers will divide the
home into wings to establish flow within
the home. When asked to build a home
from scratch on a plot constricted by
regulations, the firm stayed true to what
it knows. “The plan reconfiguration …
allows all major rooms to participate
in the best, south-facing water views,”
writes John DaSilva, a founding member of the firm. Large windows and high
ceilings create a panoramic view while
letting natural light into the home. The
design is based on celebrating the beautiful views and paying special attention
to the layout of primary living spaces.

(above) “The master bedroom is a relaxing
retreat on the second floor,” DaSilva writes.
The petite sitting area by the fireplace is
perfect for curling up with a book as a storm
rolls in. The three-pane window gives a
spectacular view of the harbor and beyond.
(left) This traditional entryway opens up to a
beautiful view of a hydrangea-lined walkway.
“The iconic view of the house represents
many people’s ideal Chatham house,”
DaSilva writes. After being asked to complete
some major renovations, PSD ensured the
architecture of the house lived up to the
excitement surrounding this historic home.
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The blue-and-white theme of this room mimics the colors just outside the window. The mix of prints feels consistent, with the same cornflower-blue used in the seacreature print on the window treatments and the diamond print of the bedding. The floor-to-ceiling window lets in light and nicely frames the horizon.

CAPE COD CLASSICS

Bring a little bit of the Cape to your home with
these New England-inspired décor choices.
Even if you don’t live near the sea, your home
will still feel calm and serene.

In this sitting room, PSD sought to highlight something more than just the ocean. “A central window is located so the lighthouse is framed off-center but in the view,”
DaSilva writes. The rotunda added some extra square-footage on the relatively truncated lot.

“Elements that are not normally combined are brought
together in dynamic but balanced combinations.”
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INSPIRED BY NATURE. Use natural woods in a light tone to add some airy
beach style. Driftwood accents or furniture pieces in the light tone will
look rustic, while emulating Cape Cod’s classic weathered look.
SAME WAVELENGTH. Embody the classic shape of the waves in trim and
fanciful ceiling lines. Add movement to your home with those curved
shapes, both in large and small scale.
GRAY DAYS. Mirror a stormy day at sea by using gray as your primary
decorating color, as opposed to blue. This cool hue is perfect for turning
a master bedroom into a relaxing retreat. Incorporate the color into your
bedding, and use it on your walls. If you have hardwood floors, consider
adding an area rug.

Living Where Land Meets Sea: The House of
Polhemus Savery DaSilva by John R. DaSilva,
published by Images Publishing Group. © 2016;
imagespublishing.com.
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